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Unit 14: Listening Skills for Music Technologists: “Blood to Bone Mix”

Task 2: Criteria 2
Following on from Task 1, I then proceeded to mix Blood to Bone using their
influences as a starting point for my mix. I chose to import all of their influence
tracks into Pro Tools re-naming them what I had to emulate and cutting them
down into small segments in order to use as reference when mixing each
instrument.

I also loaded up Audacity, to utilise its Plot Spectrum function, allowing me to get
frequency analysis on the more isolated instruments when processing them.

Bass:
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I started with the Bass, using the Tool-Sober track as the starting point for study,
as the intro to the song had the bass on its own in the mix, allowing me to use the
ploy spectrum in audacity to get an idea of its frequency spectrum, which is show
below. I chose the Tool song for the bass over the Death Cab for Cutie song as I
felt the distorted bass would work in the mix better, working with the guitars. I
decided to use the DI’ed Bass Track, as it allowed me more freedom on how I
could modify its sound. (Tool Analysis on the Left)

From looking at this analysis we can see that the harmonic frequencies which are
louder In the mix are around the 70-150Hz range, while there is a dip in
amplitude from about 200-500Hz, and then a peak around 2Khz sloping
downwards.
This allowed me to EQ the track accordingly, setting a high pass filter with a
12dB/octave slope from 37Hz downward to get rid of the extreme low
frequencies, a low filter with the same 12dB/octave slope from 6.32Khz
downwards to role off the extreme higher frequencies, while boosting the band
widths around 120Hz, and 2.39Khz by 5dB, to emphasize the lower end punch
and the higher mid trebly sounds. Finally I cut the area around 650Hz by 3dB to
take out the mid range frequencies which would create a larger dynamic
between the raised frequencies.
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Now I had recreated the outline for its harmonic content, It was time to amp up
the signal to give it a bit more distortion. Underneath my EQ Plug-In, I loaded up
the Sans-Amp PSA-1 Guitar Amp Plug-in and used the Crunchy Bass Pre Set as
the starting point for sculpting the sound I wanted, with the top one being what
I’ve modified and the bottom being the pre-set.

I decided to boost the pre-gain, to get a more overdriven tone, while taking out
some of the “buzz” setting (which sounded like a low pass filter, cutting the
higher end harmonics), boosted the “crunch” setting which gave the bass more of
its “growling” higher mids, while also boosting the lower end and backing off the
higher frequencies, to get a more balanced spectrum. Finally I lowered the
overall level to keep the signal level down.
Next I added a compressor Plug-in, shown below:

I added it at the end of the signal chain to bring down some of signal gain, using a
-32.3dB threshold, a 1:6:1 ratio, and very fast attack and release to stop it
peaking.
Drums:
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I next moved onto the drums, though this time I couldn’t isolate them, so I had to
listen to the track, to recreate the sound. I created a stereo auxiliary bus, and sent
all of the drum tracks to it via bus 1-2, so I could adjust the overall volume once I
had set the levels individually, afterwards I then started listening to the tracks
one by one so I could get an idea of what they sounded like.

Firstly I adjusted the kick track, EQ-ing the track by boosting around the 75Hz
bandwidth by 2.4dB to accentuate the “boom” of the kick drum, while reducing
the bandwidth around 300Hz by 3.7dB, as it sounded a bit too resonant, reducing
the “boxiness.”
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Next I listen to the Snare Up track and found this too was too resonant, so I used
a compressor, with a 100.0:1 ratio, to act as a limiter, to push the ringing
overtones down below the threshold, which is set at -26.4dB to make it sound
more tom like. The attack and release times are very quick, keeping the
compressor effectively always on.

The Overheads and the Room Mic I treated very similarly, having them fairly
loud in the mix, both compressed with very fast attack and release times. I had
the Overheads with a higher ratio (35.2:1) and a lower threshold (-36.3dB), thus
giving them more sustain, while the Room Mic I had the opposite (2:8:1/22.8dB), so though the overheads are sounding “washy” the room Mic gives them
clarity.

Then on the Overheads, I added the AIR stereo width plug-in to increase how
wide they sounded in the mix, setting it to the phase, with the highest delay and
width settings used.
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Lastly I panned the Tom’s to the right at 29 and 43 respectfully, to emphasise the
Tom rolls in the track.
Guitars:
Firstly I imported the guitar intro into Audacity to analyse what frequencies
where most responsive, so like the bass I could shape the guitar tracks with the
EQ. The plot spectrum can been seen below:

As you can see, there is a gradual curve from 100Hz downwards, indicating a
high pass filter could have been used, while the mid range between 400 and
2000Hz range being the most prominent. Also due to the middle range overall
volume being so close together means it could of possibly been compressed to
bring up the overall level.
I started with the 3 guitar tracks labelled “Guitar 1” and started auditioning
them, seeing which tones I was going to use, with the first two tracks sounding
appropriate, with “Guitar 1 Amp 1” being fairly bright, while “Guitar 2 Amp 2”
being slightly warmer.
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Next I bused them together to a stereo auxiliary input with a high pass filter set
at 100Hz with a 12dB/Octave range, while also setting a Low pass at 10Khz with
a 18dB. I then boosted the bandwidth around 195Hz by 6dB, and around
1.24Khz by 5.2dB to highlight the mid-range.

Next I added a compressor to reflect that shown in the plot spectrum, to take
some of the attack off the strings, using a ratio of 9:2:1 and a threshold of -20dB
to create a fairly flat ceiling for any higher frequencies to be pushed down.

To get the slight chorusing effect heard on the Cog recording, I used the AIR
Chorus plug-in, using the pre-set “De-tuned Guitar” as a starting point to fine
tweak the sound I was looking for. I set the Wet Dry Signal to 40%, so that it was
only slightly being modulated, while setting the depth control to 9.83ms, so that
it was still deep enough to be heard.
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Next I panned the two guitars hard left and right, giving a larger stereo image,
and moved on to the second guitar part.

For “Guitar 2” I decided to use both the tracks, panning them to the 10 o’clock
and 2 o’clock so they sat off centre to leave room for the bass and drums,
enhancing the stereo image.
I had them bussed to a separate stereo auxiliary track, with a High Pass Filter set
at 223.3Hz with a 12dB/Octave range, getting it out of the way of the bass
fundamental frequencies, a compressor set at the same settings as “Guitar 1” to
smooth out some of the attack, and a AIR chorus plug-in set to the same as
“Guitar 1” but with a slightly less mix balance, set at 32%.

Finally I moved on to “Guitar 3” and decided out of the 3 tracks to use the 3rd
One, as this one sounded a little less fuzzy, which would of clashed with the other
guitars and bass. Since it was a single track, I kept it by itself with a High Pass
Filter, set at 117.1Hz with a 6dB/Octave slope to help it fit in better.
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Vocals:
For the Main vocals, like the drums, the instrumentation in the influence song
was too dense for me to find anything for me to cut out and analyse, So I had to
listen to a section of the Death Cab for Cutie song to get a rough idea on how to
approach it.
I started by taking the main and double tracked vocals and sending them to a
stereo auxiliary input, and after listening to the DCFC singer’s vocals and finding
out they don’t have any dynamics, I added a compressor to the aux input with a
10:8:1 ratio and a -27dB threshold, to give the vocal a solid overall level, With a
medium attack and release time to help smooth out the louder parts in the song.

I then added a high pass from 189.1Hz downwards with a 12dB/Octave slope to
filter out some of the lower frequencies, taking out the resonance in the throat. I
also boosted the bandwidth around 2.50Khz as this area brightens up the vocals
a little bit, making the sibilance slightly more prominent.
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When it comes to the chorus, I pan the main and double tracked vocals to 10 and
2 o’clock, but in the verses, it is the main vocal only.
For the Backing Vocals, I tried to emulate the backing vocals in “I will possess
your Heart”, where the first thing I did was buss the two takes to a stereo
auxiliary input, panning them hard left and right. Next I added an EQ and set a
set a high pass filter at 300.1Hz and a low pass at 4.10Khz, both of these filters
had a slope of 12dB/octave.
I then boosted the bandwidth around 1.42Khz by 7dB, which when combined
with the two filters, created a telephone like sounding vocal.
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Finally I added a AIR Flanger, where I used the wider stereo mix pre set as the
basis for getting the sound I wanted, setting the overall mix to 77% to get have
the majority of the sound effect.
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